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Abstract 

 

Groundwater is an important component of the hydrological cycle with significant interactions 

with soil hydrological processes. Recent studies have demonstrated that incorporating 

groundwater hydrology in Land Surface Models (LSMs) considerably improves the prediction 

of the partitioning of water components (e.g., runoff and evapotranspiration) at the land 

surface. However, the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator (JULES), an LSM developed in 

the United Kingdom, does not yet have an explicit representation of groundwater. We propose 

an implementation of a simplified Groundwater Flow Boundary parameterization (JULES-
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GFB) which replaces the original Free Drainage assumption in the default model (JULES-FD). 

We tested the two approaches under a controlled environment for various soil types using two 

synthetic experiments: (1) single-column, and (2) tilted-V catchment, using a three-

dimensional hydrological model (ParFlow) as a benchmark for JULES’ performance. In 

addition, we applied our new JULES-GFB model to a regional domain in the UK, where 

groundwater is the key element for runoff generation. In the single-column infiltration 

experiment, JULES-GFB showed improved soil moisture dynamics in comparison to JULES-

FD, for almost all soil types (except coarse soils) under a variety of initial water table depths. 

In the tilted-V catchment experiment, JULES-GFB successfully represented the dynamics and 

the magnitude of saturated and unsaturated storage against the benchmark. The lateral water 

flow produced by JULES-GFB was about 50% of what was produced by the benchmark, while 

JULES-FD completely ignores this process. In the regional domain application, the Kling-

Gupta efficiency (KGE) for the total runoff simulation showed an average improvement from 

0.25 for JULES-FD to 0.75 for JULES-GFB. The mean bias of actual evapotranspiration 

relative to the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) product was improved 

from -0.22 mm day-1 to -0.01 mm day-1. Our new JULES-GFB implementation provides an 

opportunity to better understand the interactions between the subsurface and land surface 

processes that are dominated by groundwater hydrology. 

 

1. Introduction 

It is widely known that groundwater (GW) is of paramount importance for water management, 

as it represents 97% of available freshwater resources worldwide (Guppy et al., 2018). 

According to Alley et al. (2002), more than two billion people depend on groundwater supply 

as their main water source, while the vast majority of water for irrigation comes from 
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groundwater sources (Siebert et al., 2010). Groundwater is also the last critical national 

resource during droughts (Famiglietti et al., 2011), thus it will be key in future water 

management, knowing that climate change will likely increase the frequency of drought (e.g., 

Lehner et al., 2006). By representing groundwater in large-scale models, we can understand 

and quantify the interactions between groundwater and climate, understand and quantify the 

two-way interactions between the subsurface with the surface and the atmosphere and 

support decision making in transboundary groundwater systems (Gleeson et al., 2019). Land 

surface models (LSMs) are now being applied for operational applications in global hydrology 

(e.g., Beck et al., 2017; Sutanudjaja et al., 2018; Givati et al., 2016). However, groundwater 

representation is still neglected in most LSMs, hence, it is crucial to incorporate such 

processes in order to improve the predictions of these models. 

 

The soil domain of an LSM usually extends vertically from the surface to a depth of 2 to 5 

meters. With regards to conditions constraining water dynamics at the bottom of the soil 

domain, most LSMs still apply the free drainage condition (i.e., water flow at the bottom 

boundary of the model domain is controlled solely by gravity) (JULES, CLM 4.0, HTESSEL, 

Noah, VIC, H08, CLASS) or a shallow aquifer ignoring the lateral flow (MATSIRO, 

ORCHIDEE). Only a few of them (CLM 4.5, Noah-MP) are fully coupled with a groundwater 

model below the soil domain.  

 

Recently improvements have been made towards to coupling groundwater models below 

LSMs and Global Hydrological Models (e.g., Gulden et al., 2007; Niu et al., 2007; Vergnes 

and Decharme, 2012; Gedney and Cox, 2003; Maxwell and Miller, 2005; Yeh and Eltahir, 

2005a, b; Tian et al., 2012; Maxwell et al., 2011; Guzman et al., 2015; Fan et al., 2013; 
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Reinecke et al, 2019; Gutowski et al., 2002; York et al., 2002; de Graaf et al., 2015, 2017; Fan 

and Miguez-Macho, 2011; Zeng et al., 2018; Ganzi and Sushama, 2018; Koirala et al., 2019; 

Tian et al., 2020). These studies generally showed that adding the groundwater component 

led to a more realistic partitioning of water components at the land surface.  

 

There are two main classifications of groundwater coupling, namely the empirical lumped GW 

models and the physically based distributed GW models (Tian et al., 2012). Regarding their 

dimension, this can be either a one-dimensional model (e.g. Gedney and Cox, 2003; Maxwell 

and Miller, 2005; Yeh and Eltahir, 2005; Niu et al., 2007; Huang et al., 2019), two-dimensional 

(e.g. Vergnes and Decharme, 2012, Fan and Miguez-Macho, 2011) or three-dimensional 

model (e.g. Gutowski et al., 2002; York et al., 2002; Tian et al., 2012; Maxwell et al., 2011). In 

the one-dimensional coupling, the soil domain is extrapolated for a few tens of meters. The 

downward flux of the free drainage assumption is replaced by a two-way flux. However, lateral 

flux is not represented in this type of coupling. In the two-dimensional coupling, the total head 

of the aquifer or the recharge is calculated based on the neighbouring cells. In that case, the 

lateral flow is included in the calculation of the flux that interacts between the aquifer and the 

soil domain of the LSM. Finally, in the 3-dimensional coupling, the lateral flow and the vertical 

flux are calculated based on the neighbouring cells throughout the soil column, from the soil 

to the aquifer for both saturated and unsaturated zones. The baseflow usually is extracted 

from the aquifer, as a percentage of the water table depth using exponential equations. 

Considering that the horizontal transport of groundwater is important on smaller spatial scales, 

this makes the use of a three-dimensional model suitable for regional studies and the use of 

one-dimensional model suitable for global studies (Niu et al., 2007; Bierkens et al., 2015). 
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Some schemes were implemented in uncoupled mode, as recharge from LSM was the input 

to GW models (e.g., de Graaf et al., 2015, 2017; Fan and Miguez-Macho, 2011). 

 

The Joint UK Land Environment Simulator (JULES) is a widely used land surface model, 

developed by the UK MetOffice, and used for operational services and research to simulate 

the energy, carbon and water balance between the land surface and the lower atmosphere 

(Best et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011). The hydrological components of JULES have been 

tested for runoff predictions at monthly and inter-annual scales (Gudmundsson et al., 2012a, 

b; MacKellar et al., 2013) and at daily resolution (Dadson and Bell, 2010; Dadson et al., 2011; 

Zulkafli et al., 2013; Weedon et al., 2015; Martinez-de la Torre et al., 2019). In a model 

intercomparison experiment for simulating the inter-annual variability of observed runoff in 

Europe (Gudmundsson et al., 2012a) JULES was ranked 3rd out of 10 large-scale 

hydrological models. Dadson and Bell (2010) compared the two river flow routing schemes of 

JULES for 10 large catchments. The model performance was poor and only for one catchment 

the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency for the optimized simulations was higher than 0.5. Weedon et al. 

(2015) applied nine distributed hydrological models, including JULES, to simulate the daily 

runoff at the Thames catchment. The evaluation was based on the cross spectral analysis and 

they found that JULES’ performance depended on the configuration that was used (i.e., 

JULES-TOPMODEL, JULES-PDM, JULES) with JULES-TOPMODEL producing a slightly 

better performance.  

 

The current JULES model relies on the more typical free drainage assumption. Le Vine et al. 

(2016) made the first attempt to couple a groundwater model with JULES in a chalk 

groundwater dominated catchment. In particular, they coupled the ZOOMQ3D groundwater 
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model (Jackson, 2001) with JULES to simulate the Kennet catchment, a tributary of the 

Thames River. They extended the soil depth from 3 to 6 meters and they used the recharge 

from JULES as the upper boundary condition to the groundwater model offline. After an 

extensive calibration, they managed to improve the water balance, the soil moisture and the 

runoff simulation. However, with this type of coupling, their model cannot simulate the water 

table depth and the feedback between saturated and unsaturated zones. 

 

The free drainage scheme has some limitations as it does not allow for a two-way interaction 

between the unsaturated zone and the water table (Maxwell and Miller, 2005). Rahman et al. 

(2019) showed that the free drainage assumption exacerbates drying because there is no 

physical constraint at the bottom of the soil column to prevent the water to be retained within 

the soil domain. As a consequence, excessive drying of soils will lead to reduced rates of 

evapotranspiration and alter the contribution of baseflow to river discharge, and the water 

partition in general (e.g., Kollet and Maxwell, 2008). Rahman et al. (2019) provided a new 

theoretical development of a simplified groundwater model for use in Earth System Model 

applications. This model allows for two-way interactions between saturated and unsaturated 

zones. 

 

The aim of this paper is to understand the impact of adding a new hydrological component 

related to groundwater processes into the JULES model while evaluating its performance.  

Our study focuses on addressing two main research questions: 

 

(1) Under which conditions (e.g., water table depth, soil type) can we identify improvements 

in the JULES model when groundwater dynamics are explicitly represented? 
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(2) How do soil water dynamics, due to explicit representation of groundwater, potentially 

impact other hydrological fluxes at the land surface (e.g., streamflow and evapotranspiration) 

at the regional scale? 

 

Here, we implement a fully coupled groundwater parameterization within JULES and assess 

the potential impact on key hydrological variables in the model. This groundwater 

parameterization is based on the theoretical development presented by Rahman et al. (2019), 

which has not yet been tested with an LSM. This model assumes pressure and flux continuity 

at the interface between the lowest soil layer and the underlying aquifer. Thus, we can 

calculate the position of the water table based on the pressure head obtained with the soil 

moisture estimate in the last soil layer of the soil domain. Our approach is different from the 

approach of Le Vine et al (2016), since we apply a dynamic groundwater model that interacts 

with JULES in real time and allows for two-way interaction between aquifer and soil domain. 

We will use a more complex 3D hydrological model as a benchmark in a set of synthetic 

experiments. We will then apply our model in a regional domain characterized by groundwater-

dominated catchments in the UK. The model’s ability to represent soil moisture patterns, 

streamflow, and evapotranspiration within the domain are compared against physical 

characteristics of the regional domain as well as observations from UK streamflow database 

and evapotranspiration products from remote sensing. 

 

2. Data and Methods 

2.1. Joint UK Land Environment Simulator (JULES) 
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The JULES model (Best et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2011) requires eight meteorological forcing 

variables, namely wind speed, air temperature, surface downwelling longwave and shortwave 

radiation, specific humidity, atmospheric pressure, and rainfall and snowfall rates. Ancillary 

data includes land cover and soil types. Land cover data are used to link regional 

characteristics to vegetation parameters (Clark et al., 2011, Table 1, 2) and the soil type map 

is used to prescribe soil hydrology parameters, as described in Best et al. (2011, Table 3).  

 

Here, we briefly introduce the key components of the soil hydrology in JULES model which 

are relevant for our study. For further information about JULES, please refer to Best et al. 

(2011) and Clark et al. (2011). 

 

The default JULES model has four soil layers defined with different thickness, namely 0.10, 

0.25, 0.65 and 2 m. In this study, we have modified the vertical discretization to be more 

consistent with the groundwater model and the additional simulations used for testing (i.e., 

benchmark model and additional hydrological models - see sub-sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2). In 

this case, all JULES model versions discussed in this study have been set up with evenly 

spaced 20 cm thick soil layers from surface to 3 m depth for the infiltration experiment and the 

regional analysis, and 10 cm layers for the tilted-V experiment. We refer to this version of the 

model as JULES-FD (Free Drainage). 

 

At each node n, the soil water content θn is updated using the one-dimensional finite difference 

form of the Richards equation to estimate the transport of moisture. Richards’ equation is the 

combination of continuity (1) and Darcy’s law (2) that models the vertical fluxes. 
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𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃𝑛𝑛
𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

= 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛−1
′ −𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛

′ − 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛′                    (1) 

𝑊𝑊′ = 𝐾𝐾ℎ �𝜕𝜕Ψ 𝜕𝜕𝑧𝑧𝑛𝑛 
� + 1�                 (2) 

Where 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛−1
′  and 𝑊𝑊𝑛𝑛

′ are the diffusive fluxes flowing in from the upper layer, and to the layer 

below, respectively. 𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑛′  is the evapotranspiration extracted by plant roots in the layer, Kh is the 

hydraulic conductivity (mm/s), Ψ is the soil water suction (m) and z is the soil depth (m). In 

Equation (1), the top boundary condition is the infiltration of water at the surface and the 

bottom boundary condition is the free drainage (Figure 1a), which contributes to the 

subsurface runoff (Best et al., 2011). The water table and the lateral flow in the saturated zone 

are not explicitly represented in JULES-FD.  

 

The soil hydraulic parameters are calculated from soil texture information, using the van 

Genuchten (1980) hydraulic relationships. 

𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃 = 𝜃𝜃−𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟
𝜃𝜃𝑠𝑠−𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟

= 1
[1+(𝛼𝛼𝜈𝜈Ψ)𝑛𝑛]𝑚𝑚             (3) 

 

Where θ is the soil moisture (m3 m-3), θr is the residual soil moisture (m3 m-3), θs is the soil 

moisture at saturation (m3 m-3), Sθ is the effective saturation, and αν, n and m are parameters 

computed based on soil parameters with the following relationship m = 1 – 1/n. The hydraulic 

conductivity (Kh) is calculated from the following equation (Schaap et al., 2001). 

𝐾𝐾ℎ = 𝐾𝐾ℎ𝑠𝑠𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃
𝜉𝜉 �1 − �1 − 𝑆𝑆𝜃𝜃

1/𝑚𝑚�
𝑚𝑚
�
2

     (4) 

Where Khs is the hydraulic conductivity for saturated soil and ξ is a coefficient fixed at 0.5. 

In relation to surface runoff generation, there are two mechanisms to produce surface runoff, 

namely the infiltration excess and saturation excess mechanisms in JULES. The infiltration 
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excess runoff is calculated considering both the throughfall and the grid-box mean infiltration 

(Best et al., 2011) based on the equations by Johannes-Dolman and Gregory (1992). 

Infiltration excess occurs when the rainfall rate is higher than the hydraulic conductivity of the 

topsoil. In order to account for subgrid heterogeneity of soil moisture and saturation excess 

runoff, JULES uses the Probability Distribution Model (PDM; Moore, 2007). This method 

describes heterogeneity in the topsoil layer (1 m). The PDM scheme requires the prescription 

of two parameters, namely the depth of the topsoil (dzPDM) and an exponent coefficient for the 

Pareto distribution of soil water holding capacity (bPDM). The default values for dzPDM and bPDM 

are 1 m and 1, respectively. According to the theory, higher values of bpdm increase the runoff, 

because for a given soil moisture storage, a higher bpdm leads to higher saturated fraction (Fig 

6a of Moore, 1985), which leads to higher surface runoff (Clark and Gedney, 2008). It is found 

that bpdm is more sensitive than the dzPDM in our preliminary analysis and in other studies 

(Bakopoulou, 2015), whereas dzPDM is usually ignored (Martinez-de la Torre, 2019) or 

constrained by data (Dadson et al., 2011; MacKellar et al., 2013).  

 

Finally, the river routing scheme in JULES is based on the Rapid Flow Model (RFM; Bell et al. 

2007), which estimates the approximation of the 1-D kinematic wave equation with lateral 

inflow. The RFM uses six globally constant parameters, namely two surface and two 

subsurface wave celerities for river or land cells, and two return flow fractions. 

 

 [Figure 1] 

 

2.2. Groundwater Flow Boundary parameterization 
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In this study, we adapt the concept of a free-surface groundwater flow boundary (GFB) 

condition, described by Rahman et al. (2019), which is targeted to large-scale hydrological 

modelling. The GFB concept was substantiated using synthetic experiments in Rahman et al. 

(2019).  

 

The fundamental equation that governs the estimation of the groundwater flow in two 

horizontal dimensions can be written as (Pinder and Bredehoeft, 1968; Prickett and Lonnquist, 

1971; Meenal and Eldho, 2011): 

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆
𝑆𝑆𝑑𝑑

= ∇(𝑇𝑇∇𝐻𝐻) + 𝑅𝑅    (5) 

 

Where H is the total head [L], T is transmissivity [L2 T-1], R is the recharge flux [L T-1] and S is 

the specific yield [-]. The coupling between the GFB groundwater model and JULES is based 

on recharge from the groundwater model. This is the flux that links the two models and 

interacts with them (flux R in Figure 1b). 

 

The GFB approach described above considers two major assumptions (Rahman et al. 2019). 

The first assumption is the pressure and flux continuity at the interface between the lowest 

soil layer and the underlying aquifer. Following from this assumption, the saturated depth (hGW) 

is calculated in JULES-GFB using the pressure head at the lowest soil layer as follows: 

 

ℎ𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 = ∆𝑧𝑧𝑎𝑎 + ∆𝑧𝑧𝑠𝑠
2� − Ψ  (6) 
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where ∆za is aquifer thickness [L], ∆zs is the thickness of the last soil layer [L], and Ψ is the 

pressure head [L] at the last soil layer (Figure 1b). Then, adding to hGW the datum from the 

bedrock, we can get the total head (H). 

 

The second assumption is that the change in the saturated depth (ΔhGW) is negligible 

compared to the absolute value of hGW (i.e., ΔhGW<<hGW). This assumption allows the 

calculation of T at each model time step as follows: 

 

𝑇𝑇 = 𝐾𝐾ℎ𝑠𝑠ℎ𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺         (7) 

 

Equation 5 to 7 show the formulation of the GFB described in Rahman et al. (2019), which 

serves as the basis for the representation of groundwater dynamics in JULES-GFB. However, 

a few additional steps are necessary to incorporate the GFB concept into JULES. 

 

Firstly, we follow similar assumptions made by Niu et al. (2007) for special cases when the 

water table is so high that it is located within JULES’ soil domain. In this case, we assume 

there is no vertical exchange of water between the aquifer and the soil domain. As a result, 

the recharge flux in the saturated portion of JULES soil domain is based only on the lateral 

flow (Equation 8), while the remaining unsaturated soil layers are updated as usual, following 

Equation 5.  

−∇(𝑇𝑇∇𝐻𝐻) = 𝑅𝑅         (8) 

 

Secondly, a pseudo layer is introduced (acting as a “coupler” layer) between the soil domain 

and the aquifer, in order to calculate the derivative of flux with soil water content (𝑑𝑑𝐺𝐺𝑘𝑘
𝑑𝑑𝜃𝜃𝑘𝑘

) that is 
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needed for calculating the soil moisture increment every timestep. JULES does not calculate 

this derivative at the lowermost soil layer. Thus, a pseudo layer is needed to calculate the 

derivative in the last true layer of the soil domain, above the pseudo layer. 

 

Our calculation of groundwater table depth is dependent entirely on the pressure head at the 

last layer of the JULES soil domain. Because of the way of our calculation, any abrupt change 

in the pressure head between two consecutive timesteps at the last layer of JULES could 

create oscillations in the groundwater table depth. Note that abrupt changes in the pressure 

head in the last layer are likely, especially due to the direct Gaussian solver of JULES. In order 

to reduce those numerical oscillations, a non-iterative Picard method (Paniconi et al., 1991; 

Tan et al., 2004) is introduced between timesteps (Equation 9).  

𝑅𝑅𝑑𝑑+1,𝑙𝑙+1 = 𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡+1,𝑙𝑙+𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡

2
 (9) 

 

Where t is the timestep and l is the number of iterations. One iteration is sufficient to remove 

the oscillations and apply the new model explicitly. Note that if the pressure head is such that 

the water table falls below the bedrock for a given timestep, then the model reverts back to 

the free drainage parameterization. 

 

In summary, the potential advantages of this new scheme are the replacement of the often 

unrealistic free drainage assumption from JULES-FD; the lateral saturated flow interaction, as 

the calculation of the water table is based on the neighbouring cells; and the impacts on soil 

moisture content at the topsoil and the surface, where the water table intersects the surface 

and generates streams.  
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2.3. Experimental Design 

 

In this study, we reproduce the same synthetic cases used in Rahman et al. (2019) and in 

Kollet et al. (2017) in order to compare the new JULES-GFB model with a widely used 

hydrological model (ParFlow), used as benchmark in that work. ParFlow is a three-

dimensional variably saturated subsurface flow model that can simulate the water cycle 

between the bedrock and the top of the plant canopy. Further information about ParFlow can 

be found in Ashby and Falgout (1996), Kollet and Maxwell (2006), and Maxwell (2013). In 

addition, we also evaluate JULES-GFB at the regional scale using observations and remotely 

sensed products for actual evapotranspiration from the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam 

Model (GLEAM) dataset. 

 

[Figure 2] 

 

2.3.1. Synthetic infiltration experiment 

 

We use a column experiment to test and compare the infiltration mechanisms in each model 

without the impact of lateral flow (Figure 2a). We evaluate how the wetting front changes after 

an applied rainfall pulse interacts with the aquifer (in both JULES-GFB and the benchmark 

ParFlow model), in comparison to JULES-FD. Each experiment comprises a 5-day simulation 

with an applied constant rainfall rate of 5 mm h-1 in the first 10 hours of the experiment, 

assuming no surface water loss through evaporation. The temporal resolution is set to 15 

minutes. The setup is the same used by Rahman et al. (2019).  
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In order to evaluate model performance, we use the mean bias of soil wetness fraction 

(unitless) which is defined as the fraction corresponding to the ratio of actual moisture content 

to maximum soil moisture possible for each soil layer (ranging from 0 to 1 which corresponds 

to fully dry and fully wet, respectively). The bias is calculated from the soil profiles (i.e., surface 

to 3 m depth) for each of the two JULES versions (JULES-FD and JULES-GFB) relative to the 

results from the ParFlow benchmark model obtained from Rahman et al. (2019). By assessing 

mean bias, the results will indicate conditions where models underestimate (overestimate) the 

benchmark model as a result of drier (wetter) soil wetness conditions. Our comparisons use 

a combination of 12 different soil types (parameters defined according to Table A1 in 

Appendix) and 12 different initial conditions of water table depth (from shallow, located at 0.25 

m, to deeper, located to maximum depth of 30 m below the surface, following Rahman et al., 

2019).  

 

2.3.2. Synthetic groundwater discharge experiment 

 

For this experiment, we introduce the effects of topographic slope in driving the subsurface 

flow in a tilted-V shaped synthetic catchment (Figure 2b). Our specific objective here is to 

evaluate the contribution of the lateral flow to the simulated discharge at the outlet. We follow 

the same set up used in the Integrated Hydrologic Model Intercomparison Project 2, IH-MIP2 

(Kollet et al., 2017), which also includes the benchmark ParFlow model. In addition, the IH-

MIP2 includes the simulation results from additional integrated hydrological models, which 

allows us to more robustly evaluate the overall performance of JULES-GFB with respect to a 

range of similar models. In addition to ParFlow, IH-MIP2 models include the Advanced 

Terrestrial Simulator (ATS) (Coon et al., 2016; Painter et al., 2016), Cast3M (Weill et al., 2009), 
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CATchent Hydrology (CATHY) (Bixio et al., 2002; Camporese et al., 2010), GEOtop (Endrizzi 

et al., 2014; Rigon et al., 2006), HydroGeoSphere (HGS) (Aquanty, 2015), and MIKE-SHE 

(Abbott et al., 1986; Butts et al., 2004). For details about the IH-MIP2 and its models, please 

refer to Kollet et al. (2017). 

 

The tilted V-shaped topography is perfectly symmetrical in both directions with spatial 

resolution defined as 10 m. The width of the V-shaped catchment is 110 m, corresponding to 

two 50 m slopes separated by a 10 m wide river channel. The length of the catchment is 100 

m (Figure 2b) and the soil column is 5 m deep at all locations. The slope in the x direction is 

Slope0,x=0.05 and in the y direction is Slope0,y=0.02. The water table depth is initialized at 2 m 

below land surface with hydrostatic conditions vertically. We simulate 120 hours with no 

rainfall and no loss from evapotranspiration and run with timestep of 5 seconds. We specify 

the soil properties based on a sandy soil following Kollet et al. (2017). Our JULES-GFB and 

JULES-FD simulations are run without the River Flow Model parameterization due to the small 

size of the catchment. We, therefore, assume that the surface storage from all the cells within 

the domain contribute to the outlet of the catchment in the same timestep. The evaluation of 

JULES-GFB and JULES-FD will be based on bias and linear correlation computed against the 

benchmark and other models used in IH-MIP2 for saturated and unsaturated storages, as well 

as for the outlet discharge. In JULES-FD, we extended the soil domain from 3 to 5 meters to 

directly compare the same initial conditions in terms of saturated and unsaturated storages to 

other IH-MIP2 models. 

 

2.3.3. Regional experiment 
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Synthetic experiments can be useful tools to validate new model developments. However, 

they pose the limitation of using ideal conditions and forcing, often assuming homogeneous 

spatial characteristics (soil type, land use). Here, to test the model further, we compare our 

new JULES-GFB model against the JULES-FD in a real-world application. In this case, the 

experiment is carried out over a regional domain in the UK, which consists of six neighbouring 

catchments (with individual areas greater than 100 km2 and near natural conditions) 

characterized by being groundwater dominated (i.e., relatively high Base Flow Index, BFI) 

(Figure 2c and Table 1). The elevation map is derived from HydroSHEDS (Hydrological data 

and maps based on Shuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales) (Lehner et al., 2008) with 

1 km spatial resolution. The elevation ranges from 0 to 980 m within the domain (Figure 3a). 

The elevation map is post-processed in order to provide flow directions following the 

methodology presented in Maxwell et al. (2009).  

 

The Land Cover Map 2007 (LCM2007) (Morton et al., 2011) is used to obtain spatially 

distributed land cover type information. In addition, soil albedo values are derived from the 

land use map based on Houldcroft et al. (2009). Dominant vegetation types within the domain 

are shrubs (50%) and C3 grasses (43%), as shown in Figure 3b. 

 

Soil parameters are derived for the regional domain from the Land Information System 

provided by the Cranfield University. This dataset is based on field work and covers both 

England and Wales (Hallett et al., 2017). Soil classes are shown in Figure 3c with dominant 

clay loam (31%) and silty clay loam (30%) classes within the domain. Note that we did not 

apply any parameter calibration to JULES-GFB. Instead, we used an ad hoc sensitivity 

analysis of the aquifer conductivity to identify the impact on the model performance.  
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In order to simplify our initial test with JULES-GFB, we define key aquifer properties with 

spatially uniform information from domain-average parameters also obtained from the Land 

Information System. Furthermore, we assume a homogeneous depth of aquifer equal to 100 

m, which is a common approach for large-scale groundwater applications (e.g., Condon and 

Maxwell, 2015; Keune et al., 2016). We set a constant specific yield to 0.2, following a similar 

approach by previous studies (Niu at al., 2007; Ganji and Sushama, 2018). The focus of this 

study is to initially test the introduction of the groundwater parameterization into the JULES 

model and setting homogeneous properties is sometimes a common strategy (e.g., Niu et al., 

2007; Condon and Maxwell, 2015). The impact of introducing heterogeneous aquifer 

properties and depth to bedrock is beyond the scope of this study and can be further tested in 

the future. 

 

The vertical discretization of JULES-FD and JULES-GFB is 0.2 m, similar to the column-scale 

experiment with both model versions extending their soil domain depth to 3 m. We used a 

timestep of 10 minutes which ensures satisfactory runoff predictions without adding too much 

computational time. 

 

 [Figure 3] 

 

[Table 1] 

 

The regional forcing data are obtained from the Climate, Hydrology and Ecology Research 

Support System (CHESS) dataset (Robinson et al., 2016). CHESS data are available at daily 
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temporal resolution and 1 km spatial resolution covering the entire Great Britain. The forcing 

data are downscaled from daily to 10-min time-step using the downscaling tool of JULES and 

the daily temperature range, that is obtained from CHESS database. The regional simulation 

encompasses the year between 2008 and 2012. The different JULES versions are each 

individually spun-up following common procedures. Particularly to our case, we cycle the 

2008-2012 period repeatedly until the mean monthly soil moisture does not deviate by more 

than 0.1% from the previous year, following the same protocol used for the Large-Scale 

Biosphere-Atmosphere Experiment in Amazônia, Model Intercomparison Project (LBA-MIP) 

(de Goncalves et al., 2008). The initial soil moisture initialize for the first cycle is set so that all 

soils layers across the domain have a soil wetness fraction of 0.95.  The 5-year period selected 

shows temperature ranges from -8 to about 22 ⁰C with strong seasonality and average annual 

precipitation of 871 mm (Figure 4). The meteorological conditions during selected 2008-2012 

period show a mean annual temperature of 9.4 oC and mean annual precipitation of 871 mm 

which are very similar to the 1981-2015 climatological record for the region calculated from 

the CHESS (9.3 oC and 886 mm, respectively). 

 

 [Figure 4] 

 

As described in Section 2.1, PDM is the subgrid variability model based on statistical 

parameterization to simulate saturation excess runoff. For JULES-FD, we tested different 

values of bpdm, ranging from 0.2 to 1. In JULES-GFB, PDM is not used, because JULES-GFB 

can directly simulate saturation excess in those cells which have the water table at the surface. 
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In this experiment, we evaluate all versions of JULES against daily streamflow data from 

individual catchments (Figure 2 and Table 1) provided by the National River Flow Archive 

(NRFA), covering 2008-2012 period. We choose Mean Bias, the Pearson correlation 

coefficient, and the Kling-Gupta Efficiency (KGE) (Gupta et al., 2009), as model performance 

metrics. 

 

In addition, we test these versions of JULES in representing the evapotranspiration flux within 

the domain and we compare model estimates against the daily Global Land Evaporation 

Amsterdam Model (GLEAM) (Miralles et al., 2011; Martens et al., 2018) dataset (version 3.3a). 

This dataset calculates evapotranspiration from the water balance equation, based on satellite 

data to estimate the different components of the water cycle. The dataset is freely available 

and widely used (e.g., Forzieri et al., 2017; Martens et al., 2018).  

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. Synthetic infiltration experiment 

 

Figure 5 depicts the soil moisture profile from the land surface to 3 m depth for JULES-FD (on 

the left), the ParFlow Benchmark Model (middle) and JULES-GFB (right) for three different 

combinations of soil type and initial water table depth (WTDi). The simulation is carried out for 

five days with a constant rainfall rate of 5 mm h-1 during the first ten hours only and with no 

water loss through evaporation.  
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We observe two distinct behaviours from the simulations. First, for the two cases where the 

water table is initialized within the soil domain of JULES (i.e., shallower than 3 m), JULES-FD 

is unable to retain the soil moisture, resulting in much drier soil moisture profiles when 

compared to the Benchmark Model. This behaviour is even more pronounced for relatively 

coarser textured soil types (e.g., sand), despite the initial water table being very close to the 

surface (i.e., at 0.5 m depth). The quick drying behaviour observed at the beginning is a result 

of initially high hydraulic conductivity as a result of wet initial conditions. This drying behaviour 

is sustained until the end of the simulation in JULES-FD due to a lack of physical constrain at 

the bottom of the domain (i.e., gravity flow drives loss of water leaving the bottom of the soil 

domain). Unlike the JULES-FD results, the new JULES-GFB shows remarkably good 

agreement with the Benchmark Model in both shallow water table cases shown in Figure 5, 

except for some minor differences close to the surface that are related to the different water 

partitioning in ParFlow, compared to the two JULES models. 

 

Secondly, we notice that when the water table is initialized outside of the soil domain in the 

model (i.e., deeper than 3 m), there are only minor differences between JULES-FD and 

JULES-GFB in the soil moisture dynamics within the profile. Additionally, we observe some 

differences for both JULES versions from the Benchmark Model. This suggests that 

improvements from using JULES-GFB instead of JULES-FD are expected to occur more often 

for cases where the water table is shallow, and for relatively coarse soil types. 

 

 [Figure 5] 
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In order to investigate this result more broadly, we carried out a number of simulations using 

different combinations of soil types and initial water table depths. We test typical 12 different 

soil types with 12 different initial Water Table Depths, resulting in a total of 144 combinations. 

For each combination, we calculate the Mean Bias between each of the JULES versions (i.e., 

FD or GFB) against the Benchmark model for the entire 5-day simulation period (Figure 6). In 

this case, we use the soil moisture profile corresponding to the domain defined between the 

surface and down to 3m depth (like those shown in Figure 5). The results in Figure 6 

corroborate the selected example cases shown in Figure 5. JULES-FD errors suggest 

systematically drier conditions within the top 3 m of the domain with slightly worse performance 

for relatively coarse soils. Conversely, the new JULES-GFB model is characterized by very 

low Mean Bias across different combinations, when the water table is initialized within the 3m 

soil depth. However, the deviation from the Benchmark Model, when the water table is 

initialized below 3m depth, reveals no differences between JULES-FD and JULES-GFB. As 

expected, most of the impact of having the new JULES-GFB model is observed for shallow 

water table cases. 

 

[Figure 6] 

 

3.2. Synthetic groundwater discharge experiment 

 

Figure 7 compares JULES-GFB with the IH-MIP2 models in terms of storage dynamics of the 

saturated and unsaturated zones (averaged over the entire model domain), as well as outlet 

discharge rates. The behaviour of JULES-GFB (red line) is broadly consistent with the other 

IH-MIP2 models (grey lines) and  the benchmark model in terms of dynamics (linear 
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correlation) and overall magnitude (mean bias), with both computed relative to the benchmark 

model (Table 2). On the contrary, JULES-FD shows a very distinct behaviour from all the other 

models due to the different assumption of the free drainage parameterization. 

 

The initial reduction in saturated storage of JULES-GFB is consistent with water moving 

downwards and slowly contributing to the outlet streamflow (Figure 7a). All models are able 

to capture this initial behaviour with some expected model-to-model differences. Interestingly, 

the JULES-GFB model shows the highest amplitude in change of saturated storage initially, 

when compared to other models, although the overall magnitude appears to be consistent 

with the average behaviour of all models. The reason for this steep behaviour may be because 

in JULES-GFB the water from the soil domain instantly reaches the water table. As discussed 

by Rahman et al. (2019), this behaviour will tend to happen even faster for relatively coarse 

soils given the intrinsic limitations of linearly extrapolating pressure head values from bottom 

of soil domain to where the water table is located. Towards the end of the first day, we observe 

in all IH-MIP2 models a consistent small increase in the saturated storage followed by a more 

gradual decrease of storage in the following days. JULES-GFB shows similar behaviour with 

slightly larger amplitude than other models, suggesting a faster decrease in storage from 

approximately day three. JULES-FD has a very distinctive behaviour, with saturated storage 

almost completely draining within the first timestep. This fast drying behaviour is consistent 

with the physical processes highlighted previously in the column experiment for JULES-FD 

(Figure 5). 

 

Furthermore, the initial increase in unsaturated storage of JULES-GFB is consistent with the 

initial drop of the water table (Figure 7b). At the end of the first day, the water table has 
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returned to the initial condition and starts to contribute to the outlet streamflow. After the first 

day, there is increase of unsaturated storage that is linked to the contribution to the runoff for 

almost all the models. JULES-GFB shows similar behaviour with slightly larger amplitude than 

the other models, suggesting a faster increase in storage from approximately day three. On 

the other hand, JULES-FD simulation deviates drastically from the other models resulting in 

very high bias and low correlation against the benchmark model (Table 2).  

 

Finally, Figure 7c presents the outlet discharge produced by the contribution to the surface 

runoff, as there is no rainfall in this experiment and no other source of runoff generation rather 

than the groundwater. At the end of the first day, all the models, except JULES-FD, start to 

produce surface runoff almost at the same time. The models (except JULES-FD) follow the 

same behaviour and dynamics with different magnitude. JULES-GFB produces lower values 

of outlet discharge than any of the IH-MIP2 models. It appears that JULES-GFB produces 

more unsaturated storage compared to the benchmark (Figure 7a, 7b and Table 2), possibly 

indicating that JULES-GFB retains more water in the soil domain compared to the other 

models which generate more runoff. Overall, JULES-GFB shows similar magnitude and 

dynamics compared to other models with metrics of bias and linear correlation to be within the 

model envelope. JULES-FD does not produce any runoff, as would be expected. Soil water 

fluxes are exclusively vertical and hence the water leaves the bottom of the soil domain without 

contributing to runoff generation. 

 [Figure 7] 

[Table 2] 

 

3.3. Regional experiment 
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We carry out a comparison between both JULES models by setting up a regional domain 

experiment in the UK, where groundwater contributes significantly to streamflow. We assess 

the results in three ways: (1) by analysing spatial patterns of soil moisture, (2) by comparing 

modelled and simulated domain-average evapotranspiration, and (3) by comparing modelled 

and observed runoff at selected catchments within the domain. For JULES-FD, we tested 

different values of b exponent (bpdm) from zero (the “JULES-FD-noPDM” case) to 1 (the 

“JULES-FD-PDM” case), following the discussion at Section 2.3.3. The test of multiple bpdm 

values represents an extra parameter calibration step in JULES-FD which is not needed in 

JULES-GFB. 

 

Spatial Patterns of Soil Wetness 

 

We first begin by assessing the behaviour of JULES in reproducing spatial patterns of soil 

moisture within the regional domain. Figure 8a and 8b show the annual average soil wetness 

for the 5-year period (2008-2012) at the upper soil layer (0-20 cm) for JULES-FD-noPDM and 

JULES-FD-PDM bpdm=1, respectively. Both simulations suggest a much smoother spatial 

pattern without being able to capture similar patterns from the river flow network and 

topography (Figure 3; top left). The results from both JULES model simulations suggest 

relatively drier conditions in the northeast region of the domain which is likely due to this region 

being characterized by relatively coarser soil (Figure 3; bottom) and also receiving less 

precipitation when compared to the west region of the domain (i.e., the west region receives 

annually about 1200 mm yr-1 compared to about 700 mm yr-1 in the east region of the domain; 

data not shown). This could explain the heterogeneity of Figure 8a and b.  
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The spatial pattern of soil moisture for JULES-GFB differs drastically from both JULES-FD 

simulations (Figure 8c), showing a distinct river network of saturated areas as a result of the 

convergence of groundwater in JULES-GFB. The pattern resembles quite satisfactorily the 

observed river network (Figure 3; top left). Soil type (coarse versus fine) continues to play a 

role in controlling soil moisture dynamics with the north-eastern region of the domain 

(relatively coarser soils as in Figure 3; bottom) suggesting drier conditions compared to the 

rest of the domain. We found no strong control by the land cover (Figure 3; top right) on 

annual soil moisture conditions, which is expected in more humid (cold) regions such as in 

Wales. 

 

Figure 9 depicts the daily soil wetness fraction, as a domain average for the upper 20 cm for 

JULES-FD bpdm =1 against JULES-GFB. We present the JULES-FD bpdm =1 case, because 

after the calibration of bpdm in JULES-FD against observed runoff, the optimal value for bpdm 

was equal to 1 for 5 out of six catchments. Note that the results do not change dramatically 

for soil wetness, if we use another configuration for PDM. The first observation is that JULES-

GFB is much wetter, especially during the summer months (June - July - August) with soil 

wetness value about 0.7, when for JULES-FD is less than 0.5. The second observation is 

about the low values of JULES-FD during the winter months (December – January - February). 

For JULES-FD, it is unusual to have soil wetness values above 0.7, even for months with high 

precipitation. Finally, the annual range of soil wetness seasonality is much lower for JULES-

FD compared to JULES-GFB. 

  

[Figure 8] 
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[Figure 9] 

 

Domain-average Evapotranspiration 

 

Since this part of the UK is not a water-limited area, the impact of GW model on the simulation 

of evapotranspiration (ET) is expected to be low, particularly on the annual basis. 

Nevertheless, we evaluate JULES simulated ET against the GLEAM ET product (Figure 10). 

Monthly time-series of ET for the study period indicate that more pronounced differences are 

expected to occur over the summer period with little or no differences observed in the 

wintertime (Figure 10l left). During summertime, more realistic and relatively wetter soil 

moisture conditions within the domain (Figure 8) obtained with JULES-GFB result in a slightly 

increase in ET rates over the summer approaching GLEAM ET’s estimates. The overall bias 

obtained with daily ET estimates computed for JULES-FD relative to GLEAM is -0.22 mm d-

1, whereas the mean bias for JULES-GFB relative to GLEAM reduces to -0.01 mm d-1. 

 

In previous sections, we highlighted the strong link between soil type and performance of 

JULES-GFB given the underlying assumptions of the groundwater parameterizations 

discussed in section 2.2 and in more detail by Rahman et al. (2019). In order to further 

understand this behaviour, we have computed the mean bias for 4 individual categories of soil 

types found within the domain (Figure 10; right). In this case, we focus on the summertime 

period defined to be between April and October. Our results suggest that for all types of soils 

within the domain, JULES-GFB biases are relatively lower than those obtained with JULES-

FD when compared against GLEAM ET product. Notice that the regional domain does not 

necessarily show a large range of predominant soil types (Figure 3; bottom). Despite the 
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similarities between the boxplots obtained for JULES-FD and JULES-GFB, we notice that the 

relative improvement (i.e., bias reduction here taken from the median) in JULES-GFB 

compared to JULES-FD tend to be larger for the two “coarser” soil types (silty clay loam and 

medium sandy loam) and smaller for the two “finer” soil types (clay loam and clay). As we 

expect the limitations of free drainage assumptions to be more pronounced in relatively coarse 

soil types, the performance improvement by adding the groundwater parameterization in those 

soils is expected to result in more impact than in clay soils, where soil water dynamics are 

relatively slow and the limitations of assuming free drainage are reduced. 

 

 [Figure 10] 

 

Total Runoff at Catchment Scale 

 

Figure 11 presents the runoff time-series for one catchment for a subset of the simulation 

period. The upper subplot compares the performance of JULES-GFB against JULES-FD-

noPDM. The performance of JULES-FD-noPDM in reproducing the total runoff is very weak 

with consistently missing runoff peaks and eventually capturing the large events only, while 

still showing lower peak magnitudes. The reason is that only the infiltration excess mechanism 

is activated, so the rainfall rate should be higher than the infiltration rate to produce surface 

runoff. On the other hand, JULES-GFB tends to capture more accurately the dynamics of the 

total runoff with some remaining limitations in reproducing low river flows. It seems that the 

contribution of the baseflow to the total runoff improves the runoff predictions. The bottom 

panel of Figure 11 depicts the same comparison between JULES-GFB and JULES-FD against 

observations, but now JULES-FD is run with PDM enabled and with bpdm set to 1 (i.e., 
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assuming an extra calibration step is taken with JULES-FD). Notably, the use of PDM 

improves remarkably the performance of JULES-FD suggesting similar behaviour as seen in 

JULES-GFB. The KGE metric computed relative to the observations was found to increase 

from 0.22 to 0.51 for the JULES-FD before and after introducing the PDM with the calibrated 

parameter, respectively; while the KGE obtained for JULES-GFB is 0.74. Notice that in the 

case of JULES-FD with PDM, a further calibration step is required hence adding an extra level 

of complexity in the model which is not needed in JULES-GFB, also limiting JULES 

applications in places where observations are not necessarily readily available. 

 

 [Figure 11] 

The overall performance of the different JULES versions in reproducing total runoff at the 

selected catchments within the regional domain is summarized in Figure 12 using multiple 

performance metrics. In this case, the comparison is carried out against observations for three 

distinct model versions: JULES-FD without PDM, JULES-FD with PDM testing several values 

for bpdm, and JULES-GFB. The decision to show JULES-FD with PDM with multiple bpdm, 

parameters is to highlight (1) the overall uncertainty range associated with the feasible range 

of bpdm (e.g., if the model is applied at a data-poor catchment without calibration), and (2) if a 

calibration step (despite being depicted very simply here) can be achieved (e.g., in catchments 

where supporting observations can be used for calibration). Our results are focused on three 

metrics: (1) KGE which aims to show the overall model performance using a typical 

performance metric adopted in streamflow statistics, (2) linear correlation which will focus on 

the ability to reproduce the dynamics of the observations, and (3) mean bias as an indicator 

of systematic underestimation or overestimation by the different models. Notice that these 
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metrics are intrinsic relates (Gupta et al., 2009) but there are benefits in studying them 

separately. 

 

In all catchments investigated within the domain, JULES-GFB performs best (with the 

exception for two catchments with respect to KGE metrics) (Figure 12). In addition, JULES-

FD without PDM (i.e., without any calibration attempt) has the overall worst performance 

across all six catchments and metrics. KGE values for JULES-FD-no-PDM are low around 

0.20-0.30 range (Figure 12a). A possible calibration step taken with JULES-FD using PDM 

suggests improvements are achievable and can reach KGE values up to 0.5-0.70 range at 

different catchments. The KGE values obtained by JULES-GFB have similar low values 

compared to JULES-FD with PDM (i.e., around 0.5) with the top KGE values around 0.80. 

Looking in the literature if these KGE values are within the accepted boundaries, we find 

different limits. Okello et al. (2018) considered values of KGE less 0.5 as poor, between 0.5 

and 0.7 acceptable and above 0.7 as good. Poméon et al. (2018) and Rajib et al. (2016) 

considered as acceptable models with KGE above 0.5. Gutenson et al. (2019) classified KGE 

as acceptable for KGE between 0 and 0.4, as good for KGE between 0.4 and 0.7 and very 

good for KGE values above 0.7, following Tavakoly et al. (2017). Considering the above 

classifications, we could say that JULES-GFB is very good for four out of six catchments and 

acceptable or good for the other two catchments. 

 

In relation to reproducing the streamflow dynamics from observations, JULES-GFB shows the 

highest computed linear correlation coefficients at all catchments ranging from 0.60 to 0.80 

(Figure 12b). The “best” JULES-FD with PDM version shows slightly lower coefficients around 

0.55-0.75 while the linear correlation coefficients obtained with JULES-FD without PDM are 
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around 0.50. Finally, an important aspect in understanding model performance is to be able 

to identify any systematic conditions for over- or under-predicting hydrological fluxes such as 

the runoff. Systematic biases vary from catchment to catchment (Figure 12c), however 

JULES-GFB is the only model version which consistently predicts streamflow with lowest 

biases when compared to JULES-FD without PDM which appears to highly underestimate 

river flows (except for one catchment with the lowest BFI). If JULES-FD utilizes the PDM 

parameterization, biases are reduced across the six catchments but not to the same 

magnitude as seen with JULES-GFB. In summary, Figure 12 indicates that JULES-GFB is 

capable of predicting river flows satisfactorily (high KGE) with realistic dynamics (high linear 

correlation coefficients) and low systematic biases with respect to observations and when 

compared with the other JULES versions without explicitly representing groundwater 

processes. 

 

 [Figure 12] 

 

4. Discussion 

We have organized this section in order to answer the two specific research questions 

highlighted in the Introduction (Section 1). First, we discuss the direct impacts of introducing 

this new groundwater parameterization in JULES focusing on understanding the conditions 

which result in more or less pronounced improvements in the simulated soil water dynamics 

(Section 4.1). Then, we discuss the overall impact of such implementation on other 

hydrological fluxes that are related to soil water dynamics (Section 4.2). 

 

4.1. Direct impact of new groundwater scheme on simulated soil water dynamics 
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We examined the behaviour of the JULES model under different conditions using the classic 

free drainage approach and with our newly proposed groundwater parameterization, 

respectively. These distinct conditions are tested by altering two physical controlling factors 

(soil type and position of water table) that are expected to exert some impact on simulated 

water dynamics in the soil (e.g., Niu et al., 2007; Rahman et al., 2019). From the column scale 

experiment (Section 3.1), we can highlight two significant findings which are more directly 

summarized in Figure 6. First, we found substantial improvements in representing 

groundwater table dynamics when explicitly incorporating groundwater processes into JULES 

for all soil types when the water table is initialized closer to the surface and within the soil 

domain (i.e., from surface to 3m deep). In this case, fine soil types tend to result in slightly 

better improvements when compared to the simulations from relatively coarse soils. This 

behaviour is expected given the nature and assumptions made with the proposed groundwater 

parameterization. On the other hand, the classic free drainage approach simulates systematic 

drier conditions for all soil types because it promotes relatively faster dynamics that are solely 

controlled by the gravity flow downwards without any physical constraint at the bottom of the 

soil domain. Shallow water regions account for 22-32% of the land globally (Fan et al., 2013), 

therefore we expect that the limitations of the free drainage can lead to substantial impact over 

large regions in global applications when using the default JULES model, those being for 

hydrological services directly or to account for the interactions between the subsurface-

surface-atmosphere. 

 

Our second interesting result relates to the fact that despite promoting substantial 

improvements in representing soil water dynamics when the water table is initialized at 
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relatively shallow depths, we found little differences between the classic free drainage and the 

new groundwater scheme for those cases where the initial water table is located relatively 

deeper and outside of the soil domain (below 3m). In this case, the complexity of adding a 

new groundwater scheme into JULES may not be fully justified if the purpose of the model 

application is to track or depend only on knowing the soil moisture conditions within the soil 

domain. This is because both JULES-FD and JULES-GFB results agree satisfactorily with the 

benchmark model used in this study. Studies in the past have suggested groundwater may 

not exert strong controls to the near-surface soil dynamics when it is far from the surface 

(Maxwell and Kollet, 2008; Ferguson and Maxwell, 2010; Lo and Famiglietti, 2010;). However, 

the use of JULES-GFB even for deep aquifer systems may be justified if the purpose is to use 

JULES applied to water resources studies where a representative volume of subsurface water 

is a key component of the study (Fan et al., 2013 and de Graaf et al., 2017).  

 

The purpose of this study is to introduce this new approach by combining a series of synthetic 

and real-case experiments as recently supported by the hydrological community (e.g., Lee 

and Chang, 2005; Sulis et al., 2010; Kim et al., 2012; Clark et al., 2015). It is beyond the scope 

of this study to test the JULES model using the single column experiment under several 

different combinations of factors. The experiments we have selected allowed us to select key 

factors (soil type and initial water table depth) in order to compare directly against previously 

published studies (Kollet et al., 2017; Rahman et al., 2019). In doing so, we have limited the 

number of potential combinations to test, for example, by not investigating the role of rainfall 

intensity and duration on the model simulations. This was partially mitigated by introducing a 

real-case experiment in a region with groundwater-dominated catchments in addition to the 

synthetic cases. 
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4.2. Indirect impact of new groundwater scheme on other hydrological fluxes 

 

Implementing the new groundwater parameterization into JULES has led to changes in soil 

water dynamics, especially when the water table is initialized closer to the surface and within 

the model soil domain. It is also important to understand how those changes in soil moisture 

dynamics affect other hydrologically relevant fluxes. Here, we focus on two specific fluxes, 

namely the total runoff and evapotranspiration. We first investigated changes in simulated total 

runoff with a synthetic catchment by comparing our results against the benchmark model, as 

well as, other integrated hydrological models (Figure 7 and Table 2). In summary, we found 

that JULES-GFB is capable of reproducing the characteristics of multiple storage components 

and the outlet discharge satisfactorily. Performance metrics from JULES-GFB computed 

against the benchmark model are well within the range obtained with all other models (Table 

2). The exception being only the fact that JULES-GFB had the lowest mean bias for outlet 

discharge (-1.3 m3 h-1) than the lowest value obtained with the other evaluated models (-0.8 

m3 h-1). This suggests that JULES-GFB underestimated the discharge when compared to all 

other IH-MIP models (Figure 7c), possibly due to relative higher water retention in its soil 

domain. Nevertheless, the fact that the JULES-GFB model incorporates a mechanism to deal 

with lateral redistribution of water resulted in the displacement of water and ultimately leading 

to discharge of the outlet. This mechanism is non-existent in JULES-FD, hence only vertical 

water flow is promoted at individual columns (grid points) in the synthetic catchment which 

results in no occurrence of discharged (note: discharge occurs solely by groundwater 

contribution, as there is no net rainfall forcing imposed at the surface).  
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In addition to the simulations with the exact specifications from Kollet et al. (2017), we also 

ran the tilted-V catchment for the 12 different soil types using the same hydraulic properties 

with the infiltration column-scale experiment. Within the simulation time, only three out of 12 

soil types could produce runoff, namely the sand, loamy sand and the silt loam. These three 

soil types have high value of saturated conductivity; thus, they react fast to the groundwater 

contribution by producing runoff in the outlet. It seems that the higher value of saturated 

conductivity gives faster and greater peak discharge. It is something we expected, as the 

timing is linked with the speed of groundwater contribution (saturated conductivity) and the 

magnitude of discharge is linked with the storage of the aquifer (specific yield). Soil types with 

lower saturated conductivity values respond much slower to the groundwater table, so they 

cannot produce runoff within the simulation time (5 days). This proves that sandy soil types 

are more sensitive to the groundwater parameterization compared to other soil types. 

Considering the saturated and unsaturated storage curves for different soil types, we find that 

sand, silt loam and the simulation from the tilted-V experiment (Section 3.2) have linear curves 

with small fluctuations that show that they change slowly; whereas, the silt loam soil type has 

a more responsive behaviour. It produces runoff only for a few hours, whereas the response 

of saturated and unsaturated storages shows a dynamic response. 

 

Synthetic experiments have the benefit of allowing nearly full control of the results by 

comparing model simulations against a benchmark (reference) model taken to be the truth. 

These experiments allow us to more easily isolate relevant processes for analysis usually 

representing ideal conditions, which do not necessarily correspond to reality. In order to get a 

better sense of how our proposed JULES-GFB perform under more realistic conditions, we 

performed a 5-year simulation over a regional domain in the UK characterized by 
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groundwater-dominated catchments. We investigated the ability of JULES-GFB to accurately 

represent the spatial patterns of wetness associated with the river network in the region 

(Figure 8) as well as potential improvements to simulated evapotranspiration (Figure 10) and 

river discharge (Figure 12) when compared against independent observations. 

 

Our initial analysis within the domain highlights the importance of groundwater process and 

more specifically the role of lateral flow now being resolved in JULES-GFB in order to allow 

more realistic patterns of soil wetness within the domain (Figure 8). These patterns are 

consistent with two key characteristics of the region, namely topography and soil type. This is 

consistent to our initial findings using the synthetic experiments highlighting the various model 

simulations for different soil types, initial water table depths, and with a synthetic catchment 

whose processes are driven entirely by groundwater dynamics (i.e., no net rainfall forcing). 

Unlike JULES-GFB, the JULES versions with the classic free drainage are unable to represent 

such patterns simply because they do not resolve lateral flow and hence all soil water 

dynamics happen vertically, meaning water eventually leaves the soil domain from the model 

without allowing for the low elevation areas to properly show convergent patterns. The more 

realistic water dynamics and ability to retain the water within the soil domain due to a newly 

imposed bottom boundary condition in the soil domain was also reported by (Niu et al., 2007). 

 

The analysis from Figure 8 allows us to have some confidence in the model performance. 

However, they do not directly quantify potential improvement in model performance. 

Therefore, we further investigate whether this arguably more realistic behaviour of the model 

results in improved evapotranspiration (ET) fluxes. As expected in this humid but energy 

limited region, the impacts of introducing the new JULES-GFB scheme indicates more 
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pronounced changes during the summer season ET (Figure 10) with slightly increase in 

simulated ET compared to JULES-FD resulting in slightly more consistent estimates when 

compared with the GLEAM ET product. Our overall results also indicate that simulated ET 

from JULES-GFB shows reduced biases compared to JULES-FD which tends to 

underestimate ET fluxes. This behaviour is consistent across the main soil types observed in 

the regional domain. Similar results were also previously suggested by a number of studies 

(Huang et al., 2019; Nie et al., 2018; Niu et al., 2007; Yeh and Eltahir, 2005; York et al., 2002) 

by comparing against observations from the water balance equation, ground based 

measurements and remote sensing products. 

 

Finally, we look at the results summarizing JULES-GFB’s ability to reproduce river discharge 

in comparison with discharge observations at six catchments within the domain (all strongly 

dominated by groundwater processes, given their relatively high Base Flow Indices – BFI). 

We highlight the performance of the model by (1) employing a metric typically used for 

evaluating model performance of streamflow predictions (KGE), (2) analysing the ability of the 

model to reproduce similar dynamics from the observed record (linear correlation coefficient), 

and (3) identifying any unwanted systematic biases in the model (mean bias). Particularly for 

JULES-FD, we also tested an additional calibration step (which is not applied to JULES-GFB) 

by enabling the PDM scheme in the model that empirically tries to resolve any limitations 

related to soil saturation distribution at subgrid spatial scales. In summary, our results suggest 

that JULES-GFB performance is superior for nearly all metrics and catchments (Figure 12). 

The majority of KGE values obtained are above 0.75 which suggest satisfactory performance 

whereas JULES-FD without PDM shows KGE values on the order of 0.25.  Similar conclusions 

about the performance of JULES-GFB in comparison to JULES-FD without PDM can be drawn 
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for the linear correlation coefficient and the mean bias. Previous studies reported 

improvements on the same order of magnitude (Maxwell and Miller, 2005; Yeh and Eltahir, 

2005; Vergnes and Decharme, 2012; York et al., 2012). Interestingly, if JULES-FD is applied 

with a calibrated version of PDM, its performance improves substantially, but still does not 

exceed the performance of our JULES-GFB. We argue, however, that any additional 

calibration step introduced in this case will likely require a priori estimation of the parameters 

associated with PDM. This will likely require the availability of independent observations used 

for the calibration period, hence undermining the performance of JULES-FD particularly for 

hydrological applications in data-poor regions and eventually continental to global 

applications. It is important to stress that despite the observed improvements with JULES-FD 

with PDM, this version of the model still lacks the explicitly representation of groundwater 

processes.  

 

Note that our approach is different from other previous studies. For instance, the developed 

approach by Niu et al. (2007) and Huang et al. (2019) extracts the baseflow from the aquifer, 

as a percentage of the storage or the water table depth using an exponential function. In our 

study the flux of baseflow comes from the contribution of aquifer to the soil domain by an 

additional upward flux component. Other models employ an uncoupled representation of 

groundwater (e.g., de Graaf et al., 2015, 2017; Fan and Miguez-Macho, 2011). According to 

this approach, the output of the GW model feeds the bottom boundary condition of the LSM. 

Both models run separately, and, in this way, there is not a real time feedback between 

saturated and unsaturated zones, whereas the GW model is not dynamically updated. In our 

case, we implement a dynamic model that can give us a more accurate insight for the surface 

subsurface interactions. Furthermore, our model adopts a simplified approach to represent 
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groundwater in two dimensions. Three-dimensional groundwater coupling, such as Maxwell 

et al. (2011) and Tian et al. (2012), require substantial computational resources, especially for 

large-scale applications. Our approach is extensively evaluated against similarly more 

complex 3D hydrological models to ensure much of its realism is maintained during the 

development phase, while identifying potential limitations and shortcomings.  

 

This approach and this methodology have some limitations. Firstly, we tested the model over 

some regional domain characterized by groundwater dominated catchments. We recognize 

that the region is still relatively small compared to potential applications of the model at 

continental or global scale. Furthermore, the selected regional domain has climatic conditions 

known to have weak interactions with the atmosphere (i.e., weak soil moisture-ET 

interactions). Regarding the characteristics of the new approach, our simplified 2-D approach 

has limitations compared to the more realistic 3-D approach. In order to examine the 

magnitude of this limitation, both the theoretical development study (Rahman et al., 2019) and 

this study employed synthetic experiments to evaluate how much this approach impacts the 

overall realism of the simulation by benchmarking our simulations with a 3-D hydrological 

model ParFlow. We didn’t find significant differences between the 2-D (JULES-GFB) and the 

3-D (ParFlow) approach that proves the realism of our approach. Finally, despite these 

limitations, our study suggests substantial improvement in the JULES model, which is a typical 

LSM that currently does not represent soil-aquifer interactions in its operational version. 

 

5. Conclusions 
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In this study, we incorporate a simplified groundwater representation in the Joint UK Land 

Environment Simulator (JULES) and investigate the impacts of this implementation on land 

surface hydrological processes. We consider two synthetic (a single-column and a tilted-V) 

and one real-world (regional domain including six catchments in the UK) test cases to 

demonstrate the impacts of representing groundwater explicitly in JULES-GFB. The 

performance of JULES-GFB is evaluated by considering a three-dimensional groundwater 

flow model ParFlow as the benchmark for the synthetic test cases. For the real-world test 

case, observed runoff and evapotranspiration data are used for the model evaluation. 

 

Results from the synthetic test cases demonstrate that JULES-GFB improves soil moisture 

dynamics and runoff generation process compared to the default JULES-FD, especially for 

fine-textured soils. The real-world test case demonstrates that JULES-GFB improves the 

prediction of runoff and evapotranspiration compared to JULES-FD. From this test case, it can 

also be concluded that representing groundwater hydrology explicitly can supersede the 

advantage of implementing a calibrated saturation excess runoff generation scheme in 

JULES. 

 

JULES-GFB shows some limitations in reproducing soil moisture dynamics and runoff 

generation compared to the benchmark model for coarse-textured soils. This is expected 

because of the simplifying assumptions considered for coupling the groundwater 

parametrization with JULES. These assumptions are necessary to achieve a high 

computational efficiency of the model (Rahman et al., 2019). In this regard, our proposed 

approach of representing groundwater hydrology aligns with the objectives of the recent 
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development efforts of Hydro-JULES (Dadson et al., 2019) and other land surface and 

hydrological models for large-scale applications (Clark et al., 2015; Gleeson et al., 2020). 

  

The real-world test case presented here is limited in term of hydrogeological and climatic 

conditions, because this is the first study that evaluates the newly developed JULES-GFB 

model. This model requires further testing under different hydrogeological and climatic 

conditions, which should be the subject of further research. Subsequently, JULES-GFB could 

potentially be used as a numerical tool to assess water resources under e.g., future climate 

change and land use/cover change scenarios.  
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Table 1: Catchment characteristics for the regional analysis. 

Name Catchment 

area (km2) 

Mean flow 

(m3 s-1)* 

BFI** Rainfall (mm 

year-1)* 

Lugg at Byton 203 3.9 0.65 1039.1 

Lugg at Butts Bridge 371 6.0 0.65 981.7 

Lugg at Lugwardine 886 10.8 0.64 845.4 

Teme at Tenbury 1134 14.6 0.56 755.1 

Teme at Knightsford 

Bridge 
1480 18.2 0.56 736.4 

Rea Brook at 

Hookagate 
178 1.7 0.51 822.9 

* Mean flow and Annual Mean Rainfall are based on NRFA and CHESS datasets from 1970-

2015, respectively. 

** BFI was computed by NRFA based on the archived record of gauged daily mean runoff. 
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Table 2: Performance metrics for the tilted-V synthetic experiment computed against 

benchmark model (ParFlow). The column in the right (Models in IH-MIP2) shows the metrics 

in terms of observed ranges from all models. 

Saturated Storage JULES-FD JULES-GFB Models in IH-MIP2 

Bias (m3) -12911 -53 -280 to 145 

Correlation 0.157 0.965 0.965 to 0.996 

    Unsaturated Storage JULES-FD JULES-GFB Models in IH-MIP2 

Bias (m3) -1542 64 -67 to 83 

Correlation 0.34 0.56 0.15 to 0.94 

    Runoff JULES-FD JULES-GFB Models in IH-MIP2 

Bias (m3 h-1) -252 -1.3 -0.8 to 2.6 

Correlation - 0.964 0.86 to 1 
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